Automate mundane back-office work by replacing full-time equivalent hours with machine-based learning.
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RPA CONSULTANCY – COGNITIVE CONVERGENCE
Cognitive Convergence is a subject matter expert in Robotic Process Automation. Our certified and experienced
consultants will allow organizations to use software robots to perform specific tasks in an automated way.

Our core consulting in Robotic Process Automation includes:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Process identification by categorizing processes and sub-processes
Determining automation potential
Evaluate volumetric data, analyze its manual process cycle and performance analysis
Cost analysis, including license costs, facilities, and other costs.
Design Automation model before starting implementation and refining it
Combination of integrations, advanced technologies, and cognitive processes
Mimic or emulate selected tasks within an overall business or IT process
Data scrapping and manipulation
Trigger different responses to automate tasks and execute transactions
Login to any application and connect to system APIs
Read and write to different databases through connections and API calls
Extract content from PDF files, google forms and emails

✓ Open emails and attachments, and many more

RPA CONSULTANCY – COGNITIVE CONVERGENCE

We provide a complete consultancy in Robotic Process Automation to ease human
tasks and minimize manual actions.

✓ Make complex calculations, including payroll incentive calculations, examining the
total rest period of employees and calculations in insurance claim procedures, etc.
✓ Making RPA "robots" that work at the surface and user-interface level, mimicking
the keystrokes and mouse clicks made by human workers.
✓ Completing the task in much the way workers do by logging in to applications,
entering data, performing calculations, and logging out.
✓ Executing the task in a virtual environment, without the need of a physical screen
to complete the task.
✓ Scrape data from web and local machines
✓ Organization-wise productivity and performance analysis with RPA execution
✓ Use of different RPA tools, UiPath, Automation Anywhere, Blue prism and Power
Automate
✓ End to end RPA deployments in production environments and RPA lifecycle
monitoring

WHAT IS ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION?
With RPA, software users create software robots, or “bots”, that
can learn, mimic, and then execute rules-based business
processes. RPA automation enables users to create bots by
observing human digital actions. We make bot do the automatic
tasks through:
✓ Show the bots what to do, then let them do the work.
✓ RPA bots can interact with any application or system the
same way people do—except that RPA bots can operate
around the clock, nonstop, much faster and with 100%
reliability and precision.
✓ Being easy to set up and share, the RPA bots can adapt to
any interface or workflow, so there’s no need to change
business systems, applications, or existing processes in order
to automate.
✓ RPA bots can be scheduled, cloned, customized, and shared
to execute business processes throughout the organization.

BENEFITS OF ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION
RPA improves business outcomes like customer satisfaction and enables
competitive advantages by freeing humans to do what they do best.
Some of the advantages include:
✓ Solving problems, improving processes, conducting analysis and
other valuable – added work.
✓ Higher employee engagement and new revenue opportunities.
✓ Greater productivity, greater accuracy.
✓ Cost saving and fast ROI
✓ Integration across different platforms and applications
✓ Harness Artificial intelligence and scalability
✓ Performing the processes without human errors
✓ Allows automation for huge amounts of data

TYPES OF RPA
We offer all 3 types of Robotic Process Automation – Attended,
Unattended and hybrid RPA.

✓ Attended RPA
o Bot invoked by user, residing on user’s machine.
o Best suited for tasks that are triggered at points that are
programmatically hard to detect.
✓ Unattended RPA
o Bots work like batch processes on the cloud and data
processing tasks are completed in the background.
o Ideal for reducing the work of back-office employees.
o A few use cases include data input in a specified location, bot
initiation, orchestrator initiation, and specified intervals.
✓ Hybrid RPA
o Combination of attended and unattended RPA
o Suitable for providing automation for both back and front
office activities

USE OF RPA IN DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES
RPA software is used by many business units, with Artificial Intelligence. IT teams
are implementing RPA to automate routine help desk services. Some of the basic
use cases include:
✓ HR departments automate aspects of employee onboarding and offboarding
through RPA.
✓ In financial services, RPA bots are configured to handle credit card
authorization disputes.
✓ When combined with AI and machine learning, RPA can capture more context
from the content it is working with by reading text or handwriting with optical
character recognition (OCR)
✓ Extracting entities like names, invoice terms or addresses using natural
language processing (NLP)
✓ Capturing more context from images, such as automatically estimating
accident damage in an insurance claim picture.
✓ Cyber security and fraud detection through automatic bots
✓ Object and document recognition

INDUSTRY SPECIFIC USE-CASES RPA
HEALTHCARE

EDUCATION

AUTOMOTOVE

FINANCE

CONSTRUCTION

REAL ESTATE

RPA IN HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
✓ Simplifying patient appointments according to diagnosis, location,
doctor availability and other criteria.
✓ Speeding up account settlements by accurately calculating the bills
and doctor fees
✓ Streamlining claims management through speeding up processing
for insuarance claims and avoid errors
✓ Implementing discharge instructions by ensuring the accuracy of
discharge guidelines and send reminders to patients about
prescriptions, pick-ups, etc.
✓ Recording the audit procedures vy recording the data and
generating reports during audits
✓ Improving healthcare cycles through data recorded
by RPA botsand generate analytics that can help
deliver accurate diagnosis and tailored treatments
✓ Managing population health systems through
streamlined workflows and remote monitoring

RPA IN EDUCATION INDUSTRY
✓ Biometric Attendance – RPA helps to record the time of clocking in as well as
clocking out. Not only this helps in maintaining a record of all members but
also offers reports for overtime benefit calculation and so on.
✓ Teacher Substitution – Covering the absence of a teacher as per their
availability by mapping class timings, sections and teacher details through
RPA bots.
✓ Enrolment Process – RPA can easily replace manual hassle process from
checking the form at the initial stage to analyzing it, validating the
documents, assessing the eligibility criteria and deciding whether a student
should be registered or not
✓ Creating Fee Structures – With the help of RPA, an institution can create
multiple fee groups without any hustle.
✓ Hiring of faculty, alerts/notification on new hires/exits, monitoring
student/teacher performances, on-boarding process of students, crosschecking papers, inquiry etc.
✓ Co-Curricular Activities – RPA has the capacity and intelligence to analyze
matches and help in team/player selection for the institution.
✓ Achievement Monitoring – Using bot for the tedious task of determining
potential student captains, etc.)

RPA IN AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
✓ Inventory management – Streamlined inventory through Robotic Process Automation, providing efficient supply chain
management.
✓ Auto Insurance – Reformatting and transferring data that requires repetitive actions, performed by RPA. It also speeds up
underwriting
✓ Vehicle financing – Automatically consolidate information stored in disparate systems into one interface, data verification
and validation, loan and default servicing and financial analysis
✓ Supplier onboarding – Streamline digital collaboration with its customers and suppliers
✓ Freight management – Deal with demand spikes and facilitate the highly complex and cumbersome process of preparing
Shipper’s Letter of Instruction (SLI) for overseas shipments.
✓ Regulatory compliance – Automating highly laborious, error-prone, tedious, time-consuming, and high-volume processes
✓ Real-Time Process monitoring and analysis – Establish a fair relationship between demands and supply through customer
behavior and historic patterns

RPA IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
✓ Updating databases – Bots can update client, vendor, supplier or
subcontractor information easily.
✓ Invoice creation – Automation on structured data to generate invoices to
be sent to customers which leads to earlier payments and improved cash
flow.
✓ Document management – Screen scrapping, OCR, basic pattern
recognition, enabling data extraction from any format.
✓ Billing – Extracting data from different portals, including ERP, legacy
platforms, labor management, etc. to effectively free up multiple FTE
hours.
✓ Site-Cost monitoring – Produce cost-to-estimate reports, pulling in data
from contractors and suppliers, importing it into the project budget and
generating real-time analytics into regular weekly, daily or on-demand
reports.
✓ RFP response process – Creating an automated estimate, gathering the
required documentation

RPA IN REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
✓
✓
✓
✓
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✓

Creating a new tenant application
Criminal background checks
Verifications of income, employment, and references
Approval or disapproval of the applicant
Service request processing
Information transfer between different shareholders’ systems
Transferring maintenance requests to maintenance company
Reporting of empty housing
Automation of consumption-based invoicing
Provisioning, monitoring and deactivating usernames
Contract status management
Informing about apartments' availability and application

ROBOTTIC PROCESS
AUTOMATION TOOLS
There are many RPA tools used in the industry, as the technology is growing faster. The top 5 tools
used in the industry include the following. These RPA tools comparison can help you decide the right
tool for you automation

Automation
Anywhere

UiPath

Blue Prism

Large-scale end-to-

Capable of self-learning &

Powerful & user-friendly

end automation

continuous improvement

RPA capabilities

Work Fusion

Power Automate
RPA

Advanced analytics

Automate legacy apps

to automate business

and manual processes

processes

ROBOTTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION TOOLS COMPARISON
Tools

UI Path

Blue Prism

Automation Anywhere

Work Fusion

Power Automate RPA

Availability

Enterprise and
communication edition
with 60-day free trial

Enterprise – 30-day free
trial

Enterprise edition with
30-day free trial

RPA Express (Free)
SPA(Enterprise)

PAD (Free)
User plans for attended
and unattended

Learning (Difficulty)

Hard (Community)

Medium (Enterprise)

Easy

Medium (RPA Express)

Easy

Setting up (Difficulty)

Medium

Difficult

Medium

Medium

Easy

Programming Language

Visual Basic, C++

Visual, C#, J#

VBScript, JavaScript,
Python

Groovy

No programming
language – just logic
building

Architecture

Web-based

Client server

Client server

Web based

Web-based

Cognitive capability and
Reusability

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Productivity

Desktop automation only. Very fast. Object oriented
Reduced client
productivity

Script oriented, desktop
Poor automation
Desktop automation as
automation only. Reduced processes. Reduced client well as cloud automation
client productivity
productivity
by connecting desktop to
cloud. Enhanced
productivity

RPA TOOLS FEATURE COMPARISON
Features
Analytics

Attended Automation
Code Free
Development
Image Recognition
Optical Character
Recognition (OCR)
Process Builder
Unattended
Automation
Highly detailed
immutable execution
and change logs
Single SKU (one
product to purchase)
Free comprehensive
on-line training

UI Path

Blue Prism

Automation
Anywhere

Work Fusion

Power Automate RPA

POWER AUTOMATE RPA CONSULTING SERVICES
Power Automate RPA helps the organizations to automate their legacy apps and manual processes
through UI-based automation. Our core services in Power Automate Desktop includes:
✓ Automates cloud applications and databases with built-in connectors
✓ Automate repetitive tasks across legacy and modern applications
✓ Structured and unstructured data from paper-based invoices to images can be easily
understood and integrated with other critical business applications.
✓ Native connectivity to common apps or a company’s APIs with over 300 connectors out-of-thebox and a no-code way to connect to any internal services.
✓ Running VBScripts, JavaScript, Power shell and others for automation purposes
✓ Send automated emails on Extracted data

POWER AUTOMATE RPA CONSULTING SERVICES
✓ Create automated workflows quickly with a low-code visual
designer that empowers everyone, regardless of technical
expertise.
✓ Take advantage of hundreds of drag-and-drop actions that
interact with desktop’s user interface and apps. Variables and
conditionals, launching apps, copy and paste, and more.
✓ Save time by capturing mouse and keyboard actions and
importing them directly into the visual designer.
✓ Initiate desktop flows or respond to prompts in attended mode
or choose the available unattended mode to run desktop flow
autonomously in the background.
✓ Run desktop flows from available cloud flows and
use AI Builder to take advantage of hyper
automation.
✓ Create automation even in older systems that
don't have an API
✓ Teaching Power Automate to mimic the mouse
movements and keyboard entries of a human
user, as if a robot were using the computer

POWER AUTOMATE RPA CONSULTING SERVICES
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Record mouse and keyboard movements and extract useful information
Get the copied text from clipboard and perform actions on it
Perform different text operations
Cryptography of files, encryption and decryption for security purposes
Perform downloading from different http requests

✓ UI Automation for extraction of data
from different windows
✓ Browser Automation for web data
extraction
✓ Record sequence of actions, launch
new browser, go to different web
pages
✓ Invoke different web services and
store the response text
✓ Run JavaScript function on a web
page and get the returned result

POWER AUTOMATE RPA CONSULTING SERVICES
✓ Perform excel related functions, save Excel, get Active
sheet on excel, Add new worksheet, etc.
✓ Save the extracted data automatically in an excel
workbook
✓ Connect with SQL database and execute functions
✓ Perform date-time conversions and actions
✓ Extract images from a PDF file, Merge PDF files,
Extract text from PDF files
✓ Open and close terminals and run commands
✓ Extract text from a given source using the specified
OCR engine
✓ Wait for windows services, start a service, stop, pause
and resume services

POWER AUTOMATE RPA CONSULTING SERVICES
✓ Read the contents of XML file into a variable
✓ Set and remove values from an XML file, perform
different actions on XML
✓ Open an FTP connection, Download files from an FTP
server, Delete FTP files and many more actions related
to FTP
✓ Collaborate with AWS and Azure
✓ Perform Natural Language processing actions by
analyzing the entities
✓ Lavel detection, Text detection, Landmark detection,
Logo detection and much more, using Cognitive
services of vision
✓ Perform different document conversions
✓ Translate languages and identify languages
✓ Classify images

ATTENDED AND UNATTENDED RPA POWER AUTOMATE
Attended RPA is used for humen-initiated scenarios whereas unattended RPA is used for fully automated scenarios.

ATTENDED RPA
✓ Automation is executed when users
are in front of their computers
✓ Suitable when you want to automate
tasks and processes at an individual
level
✓ The automation is often triggered
manually whenever the user wants
to run it

UNATTENDED RPA
✓ A designated computer or a server is set up to
run the automation on behalf of a user.
✓ The whole automation process is run fully by
Power Automate, and no interaction or decision
is made by a human (with the exception
of approval flows)
✓ The automation process can be triggered
automatically from another system or service, or
on a schedule.

ATTENDED VS UNATTENDED RPA POWER AUTOMATE

UiPATH
ROBOTIC
PROCESS
AUTOMATION

RPA WITH UiPATH

UiPath is a robotic process automation tool for large-scale end-to-end automation. For an accelerated business
change, it provides solutions for businesses to automate routine office activities. It uses a variety of methods to
transform tedious tasks into automated processes. We offer the following services:

✓ Drag and drop workflow to develop visual process steps by dragging and dropping related tasks onto the
graphical workspace.
✓ Transform the process steps into a visual workflow
✓ Use the recorder wizard in the UiPath tool to build web-based or application workflows.
o Basic recording - automating single tasks
o Desktop recording - used for a variety of actions as well as application development
o Web recording - viewing and recording web page activities
o Citrix recording - recording stuff like pictures and virtualized environment automation
✓ Perform digital transformation with built-in
activities in UiPath
✓ Help administrators and clinicians improve
their work

UiPATH RPA CONSULTING SERVICES
✓ Scraping data from web pages and applications
✓ Create super-smart, durable robots with UiPath
✓ High-security auto-login functionality to run the bots
and operates with a locked screen, allowing
automated processes to run in complete privacy.
✓ UiPath studio - user-friendly interface that allows
users to visually plan and design various automation
processes
✓ Data scraping wizard helping in the scraping of data
with a repetitive structure
✓ UiPath robot - used to translate the strategies into
tasks, which are then executed
✓ UiPath Orchestrator - deploying, monitoring,
scheduling, and controlling automated bots and
processes
✓ Improve warehouse efficiency through robotic
automation

UiPATH RPA ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
RPA UiPath is a low-code platform, it provides a more straightforward
method for writing custom code or logic and building workflows with
Invoke Code Activity. For RPA UiPath, .NET makes Visual Basics.NET and
C#.NET the best programming languages to use. Some notable
functionalities provided includes:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Develop workflows and automatic XML design and code formatting.
Automatic control anchoring
Docking and in-place menu editor
Connection between applications created in languages running on
the .NET framework
Interoperability, enabling C# programs to work on anything native
C++ apps can do
Use of rich library with several inbuilt functions, allowing for fast
development.
Accelerated transformation, higher accuracy and greater resilience
UiPath SharePoint Integration using Azure App registrations
UiPath integration with Abbyy, Salesforce and ServiceNow
Integrations with SAP solution manager, Jenkins, Jira, Azure DevOps
and many more.

UiPATH RPA DEPLOYMENT AND CLOUD PLATFORM
One single Orchestrator instance can simultaneously run up to 1,000 Unattended robots or up to 10,000 Attended
ones. It supports the multi-tenancy concept as well. Our related services include
✓ Configuration - REST endpoints used to define and configure application users, permissions, Robots, assets,
releases, and environments.
✓ Monitoring and Notification - REST endpoints used for registering the Agents, delivering configuration settings to
the Agents, and for sending/receiving notifications from the Server and the Agent. The Notification API also uses
WebSocket communication.
✓ Logging - REST endpoints used to log different information like errors, explicit messages sent by the Robots, and
other environment-specific information.
✓ Deployment - REST endpoints used by the Robots to query the package version
that needs to be executed if you use the Start Job command in Orchestrator.
✓ Queues - REST endpoints responsible for queues and queue item management,
namely adding data to the queue, obtaining a transaction from the queue, setting
the status of a transaction etc.
✓ Managing queues and queue items
✓ Use of load balancing
✓ Store the configuration of Robots, Robot groups, and associated processes, users,
roles, schedules – information managed through the Web Application
component.

BLUE PRISM ROBOTIC PROCESS
AUTOMATION

BLUE PRISM RPA
Blue Prism’s connected-RPA offering provides enterprises with an intelligent digital
workforce (software robots) capable of self-learning & continuous improvement,
empowers users to automate billions of transactions, and saves hundreds of
millions of hours of employees and enables them to do more work. We offer these
services in blue prism automation:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Streamlined & sustainable work
Pairing a digital worker with an up-skilled workforce
Automate routine tasks and eliminate inefficiency
Automate Excel, XML, CSV, pdf, image, etc.
Support for Microsoft Azure & Amazon AWS cloud deployment patterns.
Automate software development in Java, Mainframe, Web-based, Windows
Applications.
Cognitive and natural language processing
Control process of business units and digital workers within in a single
environment
Calculating real ROI on intelligent auomation
Use if intelligent automation to enhance ERP-enabled business processes

BLUE PRISM CONSULTANCY SERVICES
✓ Graphical user interface to configure Artificial Intelligence Solutions from its technology
ecosystem partners
✓ Enhanced metrics and the competence to build Dashboards as well as session information
to be headed to external Analytics & Monitoring system
✓ Meaningful Machine Learning and Business
Intelligence reporting to identify both real-time
operational analytics and inline process statistics by
recording each step.
✓ Maintain high availability of platform’s technical
aspect and includes the process of referring work
items for further processing.
✓ Support to extend robotic automation support to processes and
systems that demand double-byte like Asian Languages
✓ Compensate system and color variation with computer vision
and increases effectiveness and productivity
✓ Add the issue to its queue for later remediation

AUTOMATION ANYWHERE ROBOTIC
PROCESS AUTOMATION

AUTOMATION ANYWHERE RPA
Automation Anywhere is one of the popular RPA vendors offering
powerful & user-friendly RPA capabilities to automate any complex
tasks. It is one of the “Revolutionary Technology” that changes the
way the enterprise operates. Our offerings in Automation
Anywhere include:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Intelligent automation for business and IT tasks
Implement SMART Automation Technology
Overcome Supply chain woes with intelligent automation
Create automation tasks like recording keyboard strokes and
mouse clicks
Distribute tasks to multiple computers
Support to scriptless automation
Auto-login and scheduled tasks running on anytime
Complete analytics/results of Automation Anywhere bots.
Analytics on how many bots are runs and how bot failed/passed
etc. is controlled.
Building an image manipulation bot

AUTOMATION ANYWHERE RPA CONSULTING SERVICES
✓ Customizing pre-built bots for every type of business
automation.
✓ Automate rule-based, repetitive task, in areas like document
administration, HR, claims management, IT services
✓ Inventory management, Excel automation and ERP
integration
✓ Advanced string manipulation and error handling while web
data scrapping
✓ Automating tasks in PeopleSoft.
✓ Email notifications, populating.
✓ Verification process, populating subcontractor forms,
automating daily reports, etc.
✓ Gather product details from manufacturer’s site, updating
online inventory and importing website and email sales.
✓ Creating lead generation reports and monitoring social
sentiment.
✓ Automate data transfers and import or export data between
files or applications.

RPA BEST PRACTICES
There is already greater demand from business for developers
trained in RPA programming. While expectations may differ
from company to company, a handful of best practices are
essential to the viability of the code.
✓ Understanding the specifics of the manual process to have a
high-level framework
✓ Capture the process at the workflow and keystroke level
✓ Follow a set of standard sequences, such as initialization,
cleanup, processing, and error handling
✓ Break down processes into small steps
✓ Strive to make the workflow as easy as possible to
understand
✓ Other developers should be able to read, interpret, and
follow the workflows created
✓ To accurately define workflow files, activities, arguments,
and variables, give the workflow files meaningful names
✓ Use comments and annotations to describe in more detail

RPA BEST PRACTICES

✓ Create configurable files of code
✓ Create a library to store all reusable automation
components to make ongoing development faster and
make it easier to support automation in production in the
future.
✓ Add a logging step to the workflow intermittently to help
document and tell a story of what the RPA bot has
completed.
✓ Using log for auditing purposes, it can be sent to a digital
supervisor for analysis, and it can provide businessrelevant data about the long-term impact of RPA.
✓ Exceptions like a timed-out application, bad data, or a
new screen within the application also can be dealt with
build-in error handling
✓ Create PDD (Process Design Document) that makes the
processes more transparent and better understands the
business process to be automated, including flow
diagram, Steps of the process, discrepancies of the
process, time estimation, and all scenarios that can occur
in the process, etc.

RPA BEST PRACTICES

✓ Automation of managing to account of the employees in the finance department by reconciling all the required filtered data.
✓ By identifying the user's email request and fulfilling the user requirements, and then notify the user about the status,
reducing the workload of a human resource.
✓ Plan RPA process wisely
✓ Implementing RPA solutions would be successful when performed as teamwork rather than operating in silos. Collaboration
is important
✓ Including the end-users in the implementation journey as they are the one who has a deep understanding of the processes
that are planned to automate.
✓ Offer structured guidance to its employees who are directly or indirectly connected with the automation project

RPA BEST PRACTICES
✓ Prepare for automation journey within different
environments wherein they can be developed and
tested before the actual implementation
✓ Ensure that the test and development environments
should provide enough recent data for better
outcomes
✓ Focus on long-term goals. Every minor change should
be brainstormed, if it is prone to change.
✓ Constantly measure the performance to identify the
key metrics from the beginning to understand how well
RPA is performing for the organization
✓ Focus on the people of the organization
✓ Being crystal clear on what is planned to seek with RPA
implementation
✓ Monitor the before and after situation to understand if
the solution is actually providing the desired results.
✓ Selection of appropriate RPA tool depending on the
requirement analysis

Robotic Process Automation services of Cognitive Convergence offers
strategic opportunities to clients, investors, and partners that is

✓ Unique and industry defining
✓ Mutual interest centric business approach

THANK YOU

✓ Significantly enhance company’s footprint
✓ Turn grow revenues by entering into new and exciting Technology
Domains, App development ideas, Solution Development, and
Joint venture projects
✓ 1st mover advantage with
✓ Talent: 100%
✓ Timing:100%
✓ Technology: 100%
✓ Technique: 100%
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+1 4242530744
shahzad@cognitiveconvergence.com
www.cognitiveconvergence.com

